SaaS Warehouse and Labor
Management Made Easy
Today’s distribution environment is more complex than ever.
Warehouse managers are under a lot of pressure to:

Maximize
throughput

Optimize labor
productivity

Minimize
cost

Meet shipping
deadlines

The rapidly changing world of a warehouse manager
Consumers are the new boss and are driving rapid
change, and warehouse managers need to stay ahead
of this if they want to stay profitable and competitive.
It’s no longer about keeping up with orders. It’s about:
Delivering profitability and meeting customer’s
increasing needs
Offering flawless customer service and instant
visibility
To meet these demanding needs, warehouse managers
need to be able to:
Quickly adapt to change
Optimize and execute tasks to get the right
inventory, at the right location, at the right time

Common warehouse management statistics
Increase warehouse
efficiency up to

Boost revenue by

Improve accuracy
and visibility up to

20%

2%

10%

Improve utilization

Reduce order
cycle time

Achieve direct
and indirect labor
optimization

Improve fill rate
Enhance customer
service

Interleaving and
multitasking

Common labor management statistics
Lower total labor
costs up to

Lower labor costs
by up to

Decrease labor
costs up to

10% 10% 8%
with employee
incentive programs

with engineered
labor standards

Improve labor
utilization up to

Decrease training
costs up to

with more accurate
planning
and scheduling

30% 20%
Real Results
Some Blue Yonder customers who have implemented SaaS based warehouse
management have achieved substantial ROI

25% 10%-35%
reduction in inventory storage
and handling cost

or more reduction in
fulfillment cost

99.8%

up to

50%

reduction in
dock-to-stock time

or better inventory
visibility and accuracy

Understanding your warehouse operational performance
To help better understand your warehouse operational performance,
ask yourself the following questions:
Are your warehouse
operations and
processes flexible
enough to meet
increasing consumer
demands?

Are you able to
dynamically adjust
your labor plans and
workflows to quickly
react to changes in
your business?

Can you scale quickly
to handle surges in
today’s omni-channel
world?

Is your workforce
mobile enabled and
able to respond
proactively to
ever-changing
conditions?

How do you deal with surges, such
as seasonal demand, where you’ll
be faced with overtime, intensified
labor schedules, increased customer
orders, waves to optimize labor and
complex transportation plans?

Blue Yonder's SaaS-based warehouse
management and labor management can
help you meet your demands head on. Find
out how by contacting Blue Yonder today
at 800.479.7382 or blueyonder.com.
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